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PRAJ  FLAKE ICE MAKER

Product Description
Flake ice is Small ice in Flat Pieces. The Most Important Application of PRI Flake Ice 
Plant is in the concrete industry . The classical flake ice of high quality is produced 
on refrigerated drum by spraying water onto the drum’s ice cold surface where it 
freezes immediately. After sub-cooling to -7 degree C the ice is sheared from the 
surface by the ice removal tools and it falls out of the bottom of the ice maker
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Flake Ice Generator Specifications



PRI SNOW MAKING SYSTEMS

PRI ice equipment has been installed at 
large ski resorts , theme parks and 
outdoor snow surfaces for skiing , snow 
boarding and winter recreation . Produced 
by industrial flake ice makers, PRI  snow 
can be used to create a realistic winter 
environment to enhance the visitor’s 
experience .

PUFF PANEL COLD STORAGE ROOM 

*Puff insulated panel 5 inch thickness with 
38-40 kg/m Density 
*Storage capacity as per requirement 
from 25 tons to 150 ton 
*Inner and outer 0.5 mm SS/GI powder 
coated sheet used .

Condenser and Receiver 

*Manufactured from IS 2062 grades /
BQ 516 Gr.70 Plates
*Condensers are very rugged constructed 
and durable 
*Tested with Hydro pressure test with 400 
PSI at zero leakage.
*Two side dish end welded with zero 
leakage tested .
 *All Welding Joints Radiography Done & 
100 % Tested 

Water chilling plant 

*Manufactured using high grade tested 
material .
*Available in horizontal/vertical type .
*Manufactured in SS or CS Tested Tubes 
*Provide Safety valves & Equipments.
*Enclosed Surge Drum with liquid level 
controller 
*Tested at Hydraulic Pressure 400 PSI at 
zero leakage 
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PRI- Ice Storage and Delivery system 

Ice Storage and delivery System -PRI ice 
storage and delivery system is ideally suited 
to store form 25 to 150 tons of ice . 
Automated PLC controlled system uniformly 
levels and Discharge up to and Point 

The system discharges ice via screw 
conveyors as per requirements. These 
systems are available in the capacities 
ranging from 25 and 150 Tons storage 
capacity . we can also supply with 
customized PUFF insulated and /or 
refrigerated rooms 

Screw Conveyors
Screw conveyor system are the most 
efficient solution for conveying ice . In 
order to provide highest flexibility PRI 
offers a wide range of standardized 
systems, covering the most common 
applications.

Details of standard delivery screw 
conveyors:
Length : 2 m to 35 m
.Diameter : 300 mm to  450 mm
.Execution : trough or tube screw conveyor
.Delivery rate : 10t/h to 15 t/h at a filling of 
90 %

The screw conveying system is an 
economical solution to transport ice . Two 
batching plant can be supplied 
simultaneously. PRI provides hot dipped 
galvanized screw conveyors in open 
trough and in tube execution . The length 
will be according to the customer.



PRI Concrete Cooling Solution



Benefits of flake ice 

1.Flake ice has the highest surface area per 
ton of ice providing a greater cooling 
efficiency than any other ice .
2.Short melting point by the use of flake ice 
compared to any other ice .
3.Shortage mixing time of the batching plant 
compared to any other ice as flake ice melts 
rapidly 
4.The latent heat ,the principal source of the 
cooling is 100% or even higher as the flake 
ice is sub-cooled (-7 degree )
5.Due to dryness , the cooling input of flake 
ice can be accurately calculated and its 
effects on the mixtures temperature are 
quickly apparent .
6.Flake ice is free flowing , its flakes remain 
crisp and do not stick together nor do they 
form blocks .

PRI ice equipment is the leader in 
supplying ice making ,storage and 
delivery systems for concrete cooling 
applications. PRI ice equipment has been 
used for mass pour concrete and ready-
mix projects around the world  and PRI 
flake ice is preferred for critical pours to 
reduce the energy dissipation of the 
exothermic heat generated during the 
concrete curing process .

PRI Solutions for Concrete Cooling

Comparison to other types of Ice



The Leader 
in ice Technology

Since 2005, Praj Ice Equipment has been known the world

handing equipment. The Praj Products line includes flake ice
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Email : priflake@gmail.com/info@prajrefrigerationindustries.com
WebSite : www.prajrefrigerationindustries.com & www.indiamart.com/prjajrefrigeration

Meat & Poltry
Processing and value-added prducts. Bakery

Dough cooling.
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Registered office :
A/203, Durvankur Society, 2nd Floor, 
Nagar Mundhwa Bypass, Kharadi,
Pune- 411014 (Maharashtra - India)

Manufacturing Unit :
Gat No:68/2 Milkat No: 302, Post: Shirswadi
WadeBolhai, Tal: Haveli, Dist : 
Pune - 412 207 (Maharashtra - India)

TELL NO : +91 20 - 65249542/65343794  
CELL NO : +91 9890146817/9028187170


